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KIELCE BIKE-EXPO AWARDS

Electric-assist bikes were made available to for general
public 10 or so years ago. However, it has been the matter of
the most recent seasons for the e-bikes to win the hearts of
average users. E-bikes still court controversies. > page 3

The Bike AWARDS have already become the Kielce BIKEEXPO’s tradition. The annual, Poland’s largest bicycle industry
exhibition is the competition arena for the most well-known
brands from home and abroad > page 14

A Bobo was my first bike, I was a preschooler. I was
happy to whoop it up on my bike at the playground.
Then there was a youth bike and the dream-come
true bike – the Hurricane. Now I am happy to ride
a road-bike or a mountain bike. One might venture
a saying – an avid cyclist. That’s why Kielce BIKE-EXPO is one of my favourite expos. I call in the expo
stands on a hunt for technical innovations and interesting accessories. And I know that thousands of
cyclists enjoy the expo the same way. This is also extremely important for us, the expo organizers - parts
manufacturers, foreign brands distributors and bicycle shops owners enjoy the trade-show too.
What can we expect at this year’s Kielce BIKE-EXPO? Classic bicycles abundance enriched with additional, modern solutions. Lightweight frames, innovative discs brake transport equipment - these are
just some of the exhibitors’ offers. E-powered bicycles and electric equipment will be a strong accent
at the expo. The expo is much more than bicycles;
there will also be skateboards and scooters. Targi
Kielce is worth visiting if you want to know what the
companies have prepared.

The Kielce BIKE-EXPO follows its many-year traditions and
serves as the presentation platform for the latest developments, innovative trends and heritage. Exhibitors will
show new trends, indicate development directions - expos
are the industry’s barometer. A “Polish bicycle” has slowly
changed its image. Not only has it been a tool for recreation. More and more often it becomes popular means of
transport, a complement to public services. It is healthy
and ecological, accepted by the city authorities and the
general public. The bicycle share in urban transport has
been increasing and this uptrend will continue because
of the e-bike. E-bikes gain popularity at a surprising pace,
mark their place and sell at greater numbers. This dynamics is directly related to the possibilities offered by electric
drive and the e-mobility development. We - the industry
are ready to be an active part of this programme. Millions
PLN outlays are not needed. Most of the brands present
at the market already offer electric bikes. The Smart Transport Systems must utilise the e-bikes, city and delivery
bikes potentials. According to data taken from the EU Cycling Strategy, there will be 6.5 million e-bikes on European roads by 2030.
We hope that the organizers’ expectations will be fulfilled
and, following previous years’ traditions we will meet in
Kielce for the 9th BIKE-EXPO Fair.
We look forward to seeing you at the expo!

Andrzej Mochoń PhD.

Krzysztof Dylewski

Targi Kielce President of Board

Polish Cycling Association President
KIELCE BIKE-EXPO co-organisers
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Hardly anyone realizes that electric assist bikes were made available to for
general public 10 or so years ago.

H

owever, it has been the matter of the most recent seasons for the e-bikes to break in and appeal to average
users. E-bikes still court controversies, however hatesurge is on a decline. More and more positive reviews
can be seen, the e-bike as a phenomenon has still been fighting
to become popular among MTB users; MTB has been the most
dynamically developing market segment for booster bikes.

We have not heard anyone saying "I don’t like that" having given
an e-bike a trial run. Powerbikes make a ride much more pleasant, as simple as that. According to EU regulations, an e-bike
can be equipped with a 250W booster-motor; this power can
be generated by a well-trained, advanced cycling aficionado. An
ordinary mortal who has not done hundreds of training hours
is able to generate 100-150 W at the most which means that
a motor can double the power! That's enough to cover longer
distances - fresh and brisk. You can either work out in the sweat
of your brow and slowly fit-up or you can have this power is
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just one card slide away. Perfect choice for holidays. An e-bike
will help to diminish the form disproportion between partners;
such fitness asymmetry makes it difficult or even impossible to
spend time cycling together. This situation is frustrating for both.
A booster bike can compensate these differences and encourage a spouse, a colleague or a parents who is not a keen biker to
join in. A bike-booster can also be a prod to give up using a car
or public transport. Then you'd rather opt for cycling as it offers
higher speed, route selection flexibility and "fumes-free" print.
Let's be frank - e-bikes also have disadvantages. According to
the market research, equipping a bicycle with an booster can be
assumed to increase its cost by approx. 30%. This extra charge
means that when decide to buy an e-bike rather than an ordinary bike, you'd have to dive deep into your pocket or agree
to compromise and use less perfect or less prestigious equipment. E-bikes high mass is yet another very important factor to
be aware of when considering this type of bicycle, yet in the as-

Foto: Brazo de Hierro © 2017

The right choice is the start

There are vehicles with different permissible maximum speeds
on offer; a motor offers active pedal supports and ways to apply
power. Speed Pedelec

is a pedal support system up to the maximum speed of 45 km/h - it requires registration, liability insurance
and a biker needs to wear a motorcycle-approved hard-hat. AM
driving license is also a must. From the point of view of traffic regulations, these bikes are just like mopeds.

Foto: Miłosz Kędracki (bikeBoard)

Foto: Piotr Staroń, www.staronphoto.com

sist-mode the extra weight is practically undetectable. The problem is when you have to bring your e-bike up to the first floor
apartment, if you need to lift it up to overcome and obstacle. The
most popular assist-systems are of similar weight - 7-8 kg. This
means, with a few exceptions the assist-system equipped bicycle weights around 20-25 kg. The extra weight is much more the
motor, battery and other electric system elements. The higher
mass is the result of the need to strengthen the bike construction. The above is worth taking into account as it may make it
impossible to transport such bikes on the roof rack or the tailgate, because of load limits. Heavy bikes transport need e-bikes
dedicated racks. Usually tow hook mounted (if you have one),
often even equipped with an access ramp!

Pedelecs, i.e. vehicles which switch electric support on once
25 km/h exceeded have the limit power of up to 250 W. The
drive is activated whilst pedalling. In road-regulations these are
treated like regular bicycles. They are therefore subject to all
the bicycles restrictions and rights. E-bikes come is several categories - bike design and its equipment are precisely tailored
to the specification. The right choice of an e-bike is very important for maximum satisfaction and compliance with user's
expectations.
Moving about big cities? City e-bikes are most convenient. This
category is big and ranges from very comfortable and placid-type and stylish "basket equipped" models through fast and
dynamic ones. For this reason bikes come with various wheels
sizes; from small 20" wheel-portabikes to large bicycles on
standard 28" wheels. In “bikes for ladies” group ones with a very
low inseam are very popular – women can jump on a bike freely even wearing maximum length skirt. We do not cover a lots
kilometres on a city bike, which is why we do not expect it to
be outstandingly efficiency. The engine location does not play
a major role. It does not have to be that powerful either – 40-50
Nm is enough. Lower energy consumption will make it possible
to go further.
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BOOSTER SYSTEMS TYPES
MOTOR IN A WHEEL
Electric motors which replace the hub
have proven particularly popular
in city bikes. They are available
in the front and back versions.
Systems with motors in the
wheel are price-attractive. This
is owed to structural simplicity
and conversion ease with conventional frames and parts. The ease is much greater
compared to central motor e-bikes. Spares can also
be bought and fitted to an existing conventional bicycle - as easy as that. However, motor-equipped hub is
quite heavy and may cause balance disruption, especially
if the bike constructor has not designed the battery weight
as a counter-balance to the hub. The rear hub motor and
a battery on the back rack may cause the front wheel uplift,
especially when riding up-hill. On the other hand, the frontplaced motor may cause front wheel slip on a loose surface
up-hills. Much depends on the battery location, mid-frame
batteries offer the most reasonable compromise. A battery
on the back rack offers a more even weight distribution
when a bike has the front wheel mounted motor. Placing
a battery it in the main triangle would offer a better grip
in uphill rides. It is worth remembering - let us not delve
into academic discussions over this matter. City bikes do
not require frequent body-weight shifts. And in cities there
are not so many steep up-hills to give up the idea of a bike
with hub-mounted motors. It is worth remembering about
the advantages - limited complexity means light weight.
No gears in the motor that decrease rolling resistance too
and provides for smoother operation compared to centre-mounted motors. They are also quiet - this is especially
important when riding on a on smooth-surface road. What
matters in „townspeople’s bikes” is the look - the hub motors are not a blot to the bicycle’s silhouette. What is more
- these do not affect the bicycle geometry and do not give
an extra burden to the chain.
The most popular hub-mounted motor systems: BionX,
Samsung, Bafang
CENTRAL MOTORS
Traditionally, power is transmitted from the cranks to the
rear wheel. The motor which powers the support capped
teeth offers the most natural centre of gravity and the best
weight distribution. It is important for off-road rides. However, the motor’s low position exposes it to obstacle-impacts,
hence off-road bikes come with robust covers. The chain
transmits the pedalling and motor torque and is therefore
it is exposed to much higher loads and may wear faster.
Centre-mounted motors are sizeable and therefore require
constructors to compromise when it comes to the bicycle
geometry and suspension structure. Despite these inconveniences, this bicycle construction gives the most natural
experience. This is especially important for eMTB bikes. This
may seem the only sensible solution in eMTB, coupled with
other a cross-country bike’s features. Precise measurement
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of the force a rider applied allows for better control of the
motor’s power. The suspension also works better with smaller unsprung mass (wheels without the engine). Integration
and complexity make the central motor bikes more costly.
Aesthetics should not be the key assessment element in bicycles which make efficiency a priority. Yet let’s call a spade
a spade - integration may seem unsightly.
The most popular centre-mounted motor systems:
Bosch, Shimano, Yamaha/Giant, Brose, Bafang.
OPERATION MODE
Each system is has its own specificity. Bosch transmits power very well, it is effective, well balanced and stable. Yet it
in not flawless; the mechanism high resistance once the
boost-up is off is one of the drawbacks. A rider can notice
that on slight descents or when the batteries are down. Difficult sections require short but strong impulses. The motor
switch-on delay is a problem then. The most natural feelings
is offered by the Brose and Shimano pedalling assistance
motors. Brose turns on and off very smoothly and softly.
When you maintain speed when on a flat surface, you can
sense light pulse on the cranks. A wide range of high power
available with different rotation speeds. Shimano, despite
the relatively small torque offers smooth power supply even
with high pedalling rates. Above 25 km/h the control-system cuts off the boost. Then a slight resistance can be felt.
You can also sense the motor activation and de-activation
when riding at boost-on / off limit. Yamaha offers a powerful torque at the start, which is particularly important you
start riding up a steep slope. It is no longer so vigorous with
a high pedalling rate. Hub-mounted motors offer pleasant
experience, especially for those who opt for an easy, recreational ride. The boost-on is really smooth, once you reach the
speed at which the support is cut off you do not sense any
jerks. Depending on the driver, there are different delays. It
does not bother when with the least perfect systems. However, these types of engines do not work due to imperfect
mass distribution outside city leisure rides. The weight of
motor-powered wheels makes it difficult to ride over obstacles. A front hub motor does offer support on slopes exceeding 20% as the grip is lost.

e-Cross and e-Trekking- great for mixed-type rides, on and off
road; they are a perfect choice for one-day trips out of the city as
well as for the holiday escapades. The on-bike position should
not only favour comfort for many hour-rides, but also the efficiency. Trekking bicycles are come with more lavish equipment
such as fenders, roof-racks, lighting and often with a saddle
bracket equipped with shock-absorber. Cross are more spartan
in this respect because they are supposed designed for a more
dynamic ride. Practically speaking, both bikes types can be
used hit mountainous routes, with low difficulty-level of the
terrain but bigger height difference. Therefore, both gear ratios and the motor power make them very similar to MTB bikes
in this respect. In most cases, the inside-hub mounted motor
have pose no problems. However centrally located power units
reign supreme in the last category.
A small but growing category is the e-road-bike category. We
may wonder about the sense to have e-road-bikes if reaching
25 km/h on endless alpine climbs is not a problem. For this reason, high torque motors and high capacity batteries are not
a priority - the lowest system mass is important though. That's
why the Fazua systems or the rear hub mounted motors with
in-frame batteries are the best for the road-bikes.
The E-MTB mountain bikes should be targeted at those who
cover lots of kilometres off-road, far from asphalt roads.
In this category support systems with a central motor , i.e.
Bosch, Shimano, Yamaha or Brose are the best for the purpose. This is supported with the best bicycle balance and
no-ballast wheels. Otherwise it would have a negative impact
on shock-absorption. The lowest possible centre of gravity
is of fundamental importance. Models with integrated bat-

tery packs at lower level are better for the same reason. The
eMTB booster-bikes' frames must be reinforced - this may
have a negative impact on comfort if there is no rear wheel
cushioning. 29 "or 27.5+ wheels have proven the best; large
volume tires provide better cushioning and are more resistant
to damage caused by terrain obstacles. Larger, i.e. more resistant tyres will also improve grip in curves and uphill rides. 2.5"
width is the minimum, however rims wider than 35 mm are
an optimal solution. The shock-absorbing class, operational
quality, damping, settings are more important than the travel
millimetres. Complicated systems prevent suspension pumping - this has been engineers’ battle for years. Here this plays
a smaller role compared to no-boost bikes. It is not recommend to use "supports and props in eMTB bikes - in difficult
terrain they cause more problems.

The future

E-bikes have already experienced a whole array teething-age
problems. Now most problems have been addressed. They
have become efficient. They have adapted to their niches.
They will not disappear, just like the 19th century electrified
carriages. They'll be here just like escalators or ski lifts. The
who claim that e-bikes are only a marketing gimmick, a profanation of the pure and noble bicycle idea should find consolation in the fact that no one forces you to use this type
of equipment. Just like escalators - there are always regular
stairs you can choose. You are the one to make choices. n

The International Fair of Bicycle Industry

27-29.09.2018

The only fair of this kind in Ukraine
Organisers

M A R K E T

POLES GO SHOPPING
What does the 2017’s average client look like in statistics?

T

he Polish Cycling Association commissioned the IPC
Research Institute to carry out an annual investigative consumer report; the 2018’s, CATI-method based
survey shows that men aged 35-44, married, higher
education graduates who ride a bike for pleasure and relaxation represent the largest buyers group. Nearly 70% of all
the study participants declared that they purchased a new
bicycle. Specialist bicycle shop (58.7%) account for a vast ma-

jority of transactions, general sports shops follow (22.1%). One
in ten respondent declares the intention to purchase another
bike within the next 12 months! 62.8% of respondents primarily focussed on the product’s quality. The brand awareness
and the average price awareness have also increased. Poles
are therefore shoppers who make informed decisions, they
are ready to spend more money in exchange for better uality
and reliability.

Types of bicycles purchased*
A city bike was the 2016’s unquestioned rankings’ leader. Nearly 40% of respondents decided to buy this bike type. However significant changes in
the ranking have been observed over past 12 months – mountain bike took
the lead in 2017. The city-bike was the runner-up because of a significantly
weaker results. For years there has been a clear division - men prefer mountain-bikes, women opt for city bikes. However, road-bikes sales increased

1,18%

2,75%

OTHER TYPE

threefold compared to 2016. This popularity put road-bikes ahead of touring bikes which were highly valued in the previous years. Does the increase
in mountain and road bikes sales really reflect Poles’ sports aspirations? Or
have the gravel bikes, which actually belong to the road-bike group have
notched-up greater popularity? After all, these are more stylish counterparts of the once popular touring bikes.

1,96%

DO NOT KNOW, HARD TO TELL

E-BIKE

9,52%

TREKKING
/ CROSS BIKE

26,01%
CITY BIKE

10,99%
CHILDREN
BIKES

12,95%
RACE BIKE

34,64%

MOUNTAIN BIKE
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*based on the CATI-method consumer research report by the IPC Research Institute commissioned by the
Polish Cycling Association in 2018

Places to buy new bikes*
This trend makes us really happy - one in two Poles who decided to buy a new bicycle used specialised bicycle shops and
request qualified sellers’ help. According to the IPC 2017 research, once a very popular online shopping dropped by as much
as 6% in relation to 2015. Juxtaposition of the latest data against 2015 show that general sports shops have been also gaining
popularity. Almost a quarter of respondents choose this option.

59%

SPECIALISED BIKE SHOP

14%

GENERAL SPORTS SHOP

9,8%

ON-LINE STORE

9,1%

ON-LINE AUCTIONS
HYPERMARKET

4,2%

OTHER

3,9%

2015
year

58,7%

SPECIALISED BIKE SHOP

22,1%

GENERAL SPORTS SHOP

10,1%

ON-LINE STORE
ON-LINE AUCTIONS
HYPERMARKET
OTHER

2,9%
5,0%

2017
year

1,2%

In total, this market-research respondents spent
the total of

PLN 1 075 908
on bicycles in 2017.
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PLN 2263,88
The average purchase price
for a new bicycle in 2017
(PLN 1,610.59 in 2016).

Brands of bicycles purchased*
One in three respondents do not know what brand of bike they have
bought! However this number is really encouraging - in 2016 as many as
41% of respondents had no clue about the brand. This means a growing brands awareness - a well-known brand means higher quality and
thus a longer service life and more pleasant use of the two-wheeler
one has bought. In 2017, Kross was the most-purchased brand; 9.2%

of respondents chose this company’s products. Giant came was
the rankings runner-up with 1% score below the leader. Trek and
Romet came at par with 4.1%. Merida was just behind them with
a half a percent lower result. Other choice options, according to
the respondents: Kellys, Specialized, Gazelle, Cube, Scott, Unibike,
Cannondale, Decathlon - B’TWIN and Canyon brands. n

38,8%

DO NOT KNOW

9,2%

KROSS

8,2%

GIANT
TREK

4,1%

ROMET

4,1%
3,6%

MERIDA

More than half of the respondents have
bicycles,
bicycles, almost a quarter –
and every ninth respondent declares
bicycles.
that they possess

2
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C O N F E R E N C E

TRI BIKE – EXPO

the event to cast the light on this issue. Natalia Grzebisz - a PhD
student, a researcher who delves into the problems of riders’ neuroendocrinology, the lecturer at the dietetics department at SGTiR
in Warsaw will talk about body monitoring for it to be able to keep
working in top gear. Finally, the Triathlon Magazine editors will advise you on how to choose a bike to meet the requirements of different races types. We look forward to seeing you. n

Foto: Paweł Kisielewski/bikeBoard

L

ast year’s BIKE-EXPO agenda included the triathlon conference. Not only the leading triathlon athletes were invited; there were also bike-fitting experts and cycling equipment professionals. The actor - Kuba Wesołowski was the
conference featured guest; he talked about his beginnings and
triathlon experiences. Marcin Konieczny, one of the best Polish
amateurs athletes was the first to come on stage. A week later
Konieczny competed in the Ironman World Championship in
Hawaii and won the world champion title in his age category.
Marcin gave the listeners an insight on how to combine work
and top-level trainings. Then Kacper Adam joined the discussion;
he is a leading PRO athlete, Poland champion and runner-up
on the 1/2 IM distance. The discussion highlighted the differences between the Olympic and Ironman distances. After a short
break there was the fitting time. The experienced fitter Krystyn
Lipiarski from the Mam Świetną Pozycję studio delved into the
topic. The conference culminated in the technology-focused
discussion. The Triathlon Magazine editorial team presented the
research results designed to examine individual components
impact on the cycling speed and time.

Foto: Archiwum Targi Kielce

TRIATHLON CONFERENCE
AT 2017’S KIELCE BIKE EXPO

Following last year’s success, the 2081’s BIKE-EXPO features the
second conference edition - Saturday 15.09. The 2018’s unveiling already promises to be equally interesting. This is your chance to learn
about the Ironman history and the practical differences between
the Ironman competition and the increasingly popular XTERRA series. The XTERRA Poland organiser Wojciech Mazurkiewicz will join

K I E LC E B I K E - E X P O # 1 / 2 0 1 8
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S T A T I S T I C S

KIELCE BIKE – EXPO’S

ON THE TOP SPEED AND NOTHING’S
GOING TO SLOW IT DOWN!
Are you a bicycle business
insider? Targi Kielce’s BIKEEXPO is a must-attend
event! Save the date for
13-15 September - this is
when the whole industry is
brought together in Targi
Kielce to promote new
products and innovative
solutions.

T

he facts and figures speak for themselves - Targi Kielce BIKE EXPO is one
Poland’s most popular and largest
bicycle events. The three-day expo is
the showcase for over 250 companies and
their representatives. They present a whole
array of products ranging from bicycles
through accessories, clothes, equipment all
bicycle workshops need to industry’s latest
developments put on show for the first time
in Poland. Kielce BIKE EXPO is Central and
Eastern Europe’s largest contracting and
B2B expo - emphasizes Joanna Marcjan
who supervises the event - We are in the uptrend. Every year there are more and more
companies and expo guests - adds the Trade
Fair Department Director. It is worth remembering Targi Kielce’s event host very well targeted audience - bicycle retailers and shop
owners, service staff as well as representatives
of bicycle associations and organizations. The
last expo traditional welcomes final customers. Therefore the last expo accord abounds
with attractions, shows and meetings which
feature interesting people.
Last year’s Kielce BIKE-EXPO was visited
by 9,000 people. More than 15 countries,
including Austria, Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic and the Netherlands were represented at the trade show. This year’s
promises to be even more interesting and
spectacular. - The expo development can
be compared to a top-speed ride where
you can feel that nothing can stop you!
– recapitulates Joanna Marcjan n
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Foto: Archiwum Targi Kielce

Visitors from Poland and 30 other countries:
Czech Republic, Lithuania, Italy, Latvia, Russia, Ukraine, Slovakia, Germany, Estonia, Bulgaria, Portugal,
Great Britain, Belgium, Norway, Belarus, the Netherlands, Finland, India, the USA, Republic of South
Africa, Sweden, China, Switzerland, Hungary, Slovenia, Denmark, Ireland, Spain, France
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2017’s Bike-Expo - FACTS AND FIGURES:
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250

countries represented
by the exhibitors

companies

600

9000

brands

visitors from
30 countries
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A W A R D S

THE DAZZLING

BIKE AWARDS
The Bike AWARDS have already become the Kielce BIKE-EXPO’s tradition.
The annual, Poland’s largest bicycle industry exhibition is the competition arena
for the most well-known brands from home and abroad. Who will notch up this
year’s distinctions?

T

he expo is much more than the opportunity to establish business relations or sign contracts. The exhibitors
put products on show and compete
for expo prizes and distinctions. The BIKE
AWARDS statuette is awarded by the Jury
Panel composed of industry-insiders and
top-specialists; their knowledge-based assessment and the in-depth industry insight
make the Kielce BIKE-EXPO distinction
a much-wanted trophy.
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Companies compete for BIKE AWARDS in the eight categories.
• Technical innovations, this is the spotlight on cutting-edge solutions
which respond to cyclists’ needs;
• Design – original products whose interesting design and image make
them unique;
• Polish Design, category has been crafted for Polish designers whose creative and ingenious approach resulted in unique bicycles image and exquisite bicycle solutions in the domain of accessories;
• Polish Product – category recognises domestic producers. The Jury Panel
selects the most innovative ideas and solutions;

•

•

•

Safety, is believed to be among the BIKE AWARDS’
most important categories because this is a part of
every biker’s personal experience. All products that
enhance bicycle rides safety compete in this category;
Anti-theft protection – this award recognises the
solutions and manufacturers that protect bicycle
and equipment against thefts;
Products for women and products for children although listed at the end, these two categories that
deserve special attention. The bicycle market has
been constantly evolving, therefore products have
become more individualized. This includes the response to women’s and children’s needs.

The BIKE AWARDS is an extraordinary statuette whose design was selected in a special competition and therefore
the statuette’s appearance is very original and unique.
The statuette merges the two symbols: a bicycle wheel
and the Roman god Mercury’s wings and therefore the
accolade has a metaphorical meaning. All bicycle industry companies can pride themselves on winning the
statuette, use it in their communication with customers
and other partners, inside and outside the industry. Who
will surprise the Jury Panel at this year’s contest? Come
and see at the KIELCE BIKE-EXPO. n

The BIKE AWARDS award is made with the 3D printing technique
and its elements are hand-assembled.
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C E N T R E

Foto: Archiwum Targi Kielce

E X P O

ALL IT TAKES TO MAKE OUR
GUESTS COMFORTABLE
NEW INVESTMENTS AT TARGI KIELCE
The foot-path which facilitates moving between
the Congress Centre and the F Expo Hall, the
roofing over the VIP car park and entrance and
many more investments – this is just a glimpse
of the Kielce exhibition centre’s plans which
will materialise in the near future. Targi Kielce is
getting ready for even more innovations.
16
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T

he investments have been planned
for quite some time. The President
of the Board Andrzej Mochoń PhD.
explains that Targi Kielce must
develop in order to take on new challenges - Already today we are short of space
for some of our expos. MSPO, Agrotech or
Kids’ Time exhibitions require even more
space. We must meet these expectations
- adds the Targi Kielce President.

Therefore it was resolved to build the eighth
expo hall. The H pavilion means extra 11,500
m2 of indoor exhibition space at the Kielce
expo and congress centre. The far-reaching
plans also include the existing G expo hall
refurbishment followed with the oldest A,
B, C and D halls modernisation. Such solutions have been designed to increase the
indoor exhibition space without compromising on the outdoor area. - The outdoor

grounds are a perfect showcase for products. This is the asset we do not want to
give up on, the outdoor demonstration areas are indispensible - explains President
Andrzej Mochoń.
The investment scheme also includes construction of a roofing over the VIP car park
and reception area. This is where Targi
Kielce meets officials, government representatives and other important person-

ages. Until now this entry area has been
not been roof-protected. - There are more
changes that are designed to enhance the
standards - adds the Targi Kielce President.
A covered passage between the F Expo Hall
and the Congress Centre is also in the pipeline. All for the visitors’ comfort - they will be
able to visit all the centre’s building regardless the weather. The new corridor can also
be used as extra exhibition space. n
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WARSZAWA

Air travel
Łódź

The Targi Kielce can be accessed from one of the 7 international airports located
within the 180 kilometre radius from Kielce. The nearest airport — Radom.

Radom

Lublin

180 km

Kielce

Check Radom Airport flight connections
Katowice
Kraków

Rzeszów

Car travel
N

Direct exit from Kielce ring-road. Targi Kielce - the expo centre is
located at the intersection of the two trunk-roads: S7 expressway

ŁÓDŹ

and the 74 national road.

GPS COORDINATES:

Signposts at the Kielce ring-road and the city streets show the
shortest route to Targi Kielce expo centre and its car parks.

WARSZAWA

74

50° 53’ 56,47’’ N

S7

20° 35’ 20,57’’ E

PARKING FOR VISITORS:

ADDRESS:

Many parking lots at Targi Kielce premises and in the vicinity of the

TARGI KIELCE S.A.

expo centre:

Zakładowa 1,

- a multi-storey car park at the East Entry Terminal,

25-672 Kielce

Targi Kielce

Kielce

74

Centrum

S7

LUBLIN
RZESZÓW

- open-air parking spaces in the fairgrounds - both at the side of the
East Entry Terminal and West Entry Terminal.
Parking ticket price:
- passenger cars 15 PLN
- coaches and buses: 20 PLN

S7

KRAKÓW

73

WARSZAWA S7

N

Kielce Zachód

KRAKÓW
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ich

TARNÓW

Train and bus travel
Kielce is very well connected with all the major
cities in Poland. The train and bus stations are

Public transport services
Taxi:

When in town, you can reach Targi Kielce with the

ALFA, telephone 344 44 44,

use of the public transport: MPK buses - bus-lines:

only 10 minute-ride from the Expo Centre. We

668 599 622

25 (Targi Kielce stop)

recommend taking a taxi.

LIDER, telephone 19 666,

110 (Zakładowa St. stop)

345 88 88

36, 37, 54, 112 (Batalion Chłopskich St. III stop),

TELE TAXI, telephone 800 400 400,

9, 32 (Łódzka / Przęsłowa St. stop )

19 191
MPK Kielce bus services timetables

Railway services timetable

A Expo Hall: the Bikes Test Zone

B,C,D,E,F,G Expo Halls: Targi Kielce
BIKE-EXPO

EXPO TICKETS PRICES:

- free of charge, after registration at the
entrance (sport branch only)
- in other case:
on 15.09 (day open to the public): 20 zł

THE EXPO CATALOGUE

EXPO OPENING HOURS
13.09.2018: 10.00–18.00

14.09.2018: 10.00–18.00
15.09.2018: 9.00-16.00

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

DETAILED INFORMATION:
AVAILABLE AT

Exhibitor Service Office (during the
Expo opening hours)
41 365 12 68
41 365 13 01

Services for exhibitors:

41 365 12 66

Catalogue price: 40 PLN

Free WiFi Internet connection

41 365 12 67

Catalogue price - mail orders after the show

Restaurants and fast food bars

(shipping included): 57 PLN

EXPO ACCOMPANYING EVENTS

CYCLISTS-FRIENDLY COMMUNE COMPETITION FINALS 13.09.2018
KIELCE BIKE-EXPO AWARD 13.09.2018
TRIATHLON CONFERENCE TRI BIKE-EXPO 15.09.2018
Industry Trainings (detailed programme at www.bike-expo.pl website)
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The International Fair of Bicycle Industry

27-29.09.2018
Lviv, Ukraine

The only fair of this kind
in Ukraine

Organisers

